Woodhouse Middle School- MFL age-related expectations
YEAR 5 SPANISH


Can the pupil understand single
words of Spanish spoken slowly
and repeated by the teacher or
their peers?

YEAR 6 SPANISH




Can the pupil respond
appropriately when asked simple
questions about such things as
their name and age?
Can the pupil answer questions
in English about short spoken
passages of familiar language?

YEAR 7 Spanish




Listening
A01



Can the pupil make themselves
understood when speaking single
Spanish words or short phrases?



Speaking
A02





Can the pupil read aloud single
words or short phrases met in
class before?





Can the pupil give basic personal
information in Spanish and take
part in a short conversation of
one or two exchanges with
understandable pronunciation?



Can the pupil use a bilingual
dictionary to find single words
in Spanish or English?
Can the pupil read aloud whole
sentences of familiar language?





Reading
A03






Can the pupil copy words
correctly?
Can the pupil fill in gaps in short
phrases with an appropriate
word from a list?





Can the pupil write a few short
sentences following a model,
substituting single words?
Can the pupil apply his/her
knowledge of vocabulary to
write some phrases from
memory with some accuracy?





Writing
A04



Can pupils understand small
amounts of specific detail in
short spoken passages?
Can the pupil understand and
respond appropriately in Spanish
when asked a specific question
in class surveys or pairwork?
Can the pupil recognise the
meaning in English of Spanish
language learned previously in
class?
Can the pupil take part in class
surveys and role play
conversations of 2-3 exchanges
using prepared language?
Can the pupil speak with
understandable Spanish
pronunciation?
Can the pupil understand the
gist and some details of written
Spanish learned in class so that
they can answer questions about
the passage in English?
Can the pupil use a glossary or
bilingual dictionary with help to
find out independent vocabulary
they wish to use?
Can the pupil write short
sentences with approximate
accuracy?
Can the pupil adapt a text to
give information describing
their situation, substituting
multiple words?
Can the pupil give approximate
translations of short sentences
into and out of English?

YEAR 8 German



















Can pupils understand small
amounts of specific detail in short
spoken passages?
Can the pupil understand and
respond appropriately in German
when asked a specific question in
class surveys or pairwork?
Can the pupil recognise the
meaning in English of German
language learned previously in
class?
Can the pupil take part in class
surveys and role play conversations
of 2-3 exchanges using prepared
language?
Can the pupil speak with
understandable German
pronunciation?
Can the pupil understand the gist
and some details of written
German learned in class so that
they can answer questions about
the passage in English?
Can the pupil use a glossary or
bilingual dictionary with help to
find out independent vocabulary
they wish to use?
Can the pupil write short sentences
with approximate accuracy?
Can the pupil adapt a text to give
information describing their
situation, substituting multiple
words?
Can the pupil give approximate
translations of short sentences
into and out of English?

